Known Limitations Fixed in Hot Patch 6

When using transparent user identification with Active Directory agent, under modest request loads, AsyncOS was processing transaction requests slowly and then dropping requests. Now, rather than dropping requests, AsyncOS either grants users guest access or forces an authentication prompt to appear to end users, depending on how the identity for the transaction is configured for the setting, "If transparent user identification fails". [Defect ID: 90771]

Known Limitations in Hot Patch 6

Access log issue: AsyncOS does not log HTTP 307 requests when each of the following conditions is met:

- Device is configured for transparent redirection.
- Policy is configured as follows:
  - Identify users transparently
  - Use Active Directory Agent
  - Enforce authentication prompt when identification fails
  - No guest privileges for users who fail identification
- The user for the transaction fails identification [Defect ID: 91072]